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The 2020 #CanadaWeWant Conference
The 2020 #CanadaWeWant Conference, organized by The Students Commission of Canada, took place from
March 3rd to 10th, 2020 at YMCA Cedar Glen in Nobleton, Ontario. Over 150 youth and adult allies from
across Canada attended the conference to discuss a variety of topics and to develop recommendations and
materials to illustrate what youth want to see in their country. The youth participants, aged 12 to 25 years old
identified in many ways, including Indigenous, racialized, differently abled, religious, 2SLGBTQ+, and many more
identities. Young people spoke a variety of languages as well, including English, French, their own culture’s
languages, and many Indigenous languages. All aspects of the conference were presented in both national
languages and translation took place across formal and informal interactions at the conference, with many
bilingual youth participants taking leadership roles to include their unilingual friends in conversation.
This year, conference facilitators and influencers took part in three days of role-specific training to prepare them
for working with their theme teams. When the youth arrived, they were presented with eight theme teams to
choose from and then broke into smaller groups to discuss and tackle challenges and opportunities related to
their topic. To explore the issues, young people shared their feelings, beliefs, experiences, and aspirations
surrounding their theme team topics. They also consulted with research, experts, and other young people at the
event. Each theme team worked towards creating key recommendations for policy and program change. As a
conference finale, each theme team selected two young people to present at a showcase event at Roy
Thompson Hall in Toronto, ON to an audience of community stakeholders, policy makers and decision makers.
Additionally, young people participated in creating other outputs, such as videos, program material, and
knowledge mobilization products.
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This report includes a break down and analysis
of the work done by the Social Identity Formation
and Mental Health (SIF) theme team.

The Issue: Safer Spaces
Social identity formation is about finding spaces and
groups where you feel you can be your authentic
self. Being and sharing your authentic self allows
you to thrive mentally and emotionally. In order to
share your authentic self in a group or space, you
need to feel safe. Safety is required to practice
vulnerability and share real stories with one another.
This safety leads to connection, and connection is
what builds bonds among group members.
The word “bond” surfaced repeatedly in discussions in the SIF theme team. Many youth participants referred to
this bond as magical and wonderful; they expressed gratitude for those who had come before to help build the
safer space. Some young group members were surprised at how quickly the connection was formed and how
much they were willing to share with others because of it. At times, this safe space became what someone
called a sacred space.
Safe spaces, it was described, need to balance both comfort and challenge. This challenge, however, must be
grounded in kindness and forgiveness, both towards yourself and others. Safe spaces are enhanced by
intergenerational participation, including engaging elders. But when people enter the space abruptly, it can be
disruptive, regardless of who the person is. This highlights the need for process and boundaries, an idea that
permeated many comments from some youth around being nervous or afraid to share in case they “scared
people off”. And yet the youth participants recognized the importance of acknowledging, recognizing and
expressing emotions anyways. As one youth said:

“[I] Haven’t cried in three months but I cried today”
~ Youth Participant

The Process
The Social Identity Formation and Mental Health group (SIF) carefully tracked its process, as the process is
integral to the creation of a safe space. Note, this was the third year of convening a SIF theme. One of the two
facilitators was the same facilitator for all three groups. The path of this year’s SIF group – discussions, activities,
twists and turns, etc. – partly built on the momentum of what was learned by running previous SIF groups.
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Importantly, the complex relational dynamics and momentum of this year’s SIF group was shaped and guided by
the youth and adult allies who were a part of the theme team.
The theme team was comprised of 16 youth and young adult participants, and led by two facilitators from the
Students Commission. Young people came from across the country and represented the following provinces:
BC, AB, MB, ON, QC, NB, PEI.

Day 1
The SIF room was arranged with a large circle of chairs in the middle and extra chairs were removed as
necessary. This inclusive set-up was adopted for most activities throughout the conference. On Friday, the team
began with introductions and a name game. The name game was designed to create comfort through laughter
and establish early on that it was okay not to remember everyone’s name. Facilitators then broke people into
small groups to discuss the Four Pillars™, sharing ideas and examples of what they could look like in the
space. Following this, the group moved into community builders, turning strangers into acquaintances.
The team then moved into the more difficult practice of being vulnerable by sharing initial fears. Using the
snowball method, participants were able to share “fears that they were bringing into the
group/space” anonymously, writing them on crumpled pieces of paper and throwing them into the middle of the
room. Participants then selected one crumpled piece of paper at random and wrote an empathetic response to
the fear written on it. Going around in a circle, original fears were then read aloud with accompanying
responses. Hearing one another’s fears aloud provided an opportunity for the youth to relate to one another
and start building connection, without having to divulge things personally. Facilitators were shocked to see how
quickly participants, most of whom were still strangers to each other, were able to open up and take a risk to
share vulnerable thoughts through this anonymous format. This activity felt very serious and real to participants,
which was a stark contrast to the light, silly group vibe that had grounded the group just three hours
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prior. Note, facilitators connected after this initial meeting of the group and agreed that the group could not
have reached any real place of vulnerability, as observed in the snowball activity, any quicker than the pace we
adopted for the morning. This was followed by an informal debriefing by the facilitator to “notice & name” the
vulnerability that had occurred. The group then engaged in an energizer to elevate the energy in the room.

Day 2
Saturday began with elder Bernard sharing his story in a large group plenary session. This was a difficult story to
hear. His story elicited many emotional responses from the theme team members. At the beginning of each day,
the SIF group began with a check-in. During check-ins, each person had the opportunity to share (and most
group members did share!) how they were feeling going into the session and something they were hoping to get
out of the day. Check-in questions varied over the course of the conference, depending on the participants’
moods and the overall group vibe. During Day 2’s check-in, multiple group members remarked on Bernard’s
vulnerability. Several members shared hard parts of their own story after commenting on Bernard’s. The
openness and bravery that Bernard demonstrated served as a model and built the foundation for theme team
members to share about themselves in the next activity: Step into the Circle. Step into the Circle is an activity
where participants can nonverbally disclose and/or verbally share about a variety of experiences (e.g., dancing in
the rain, being in a long-distance relationship, or losing someone). This activity begins with relatively superficial
experiences, but then moves into deeper and more personal topics. Theme team members showed respect and
understanding to their peers who chose to step forward to acknowledge lived experience with difficult prompts
and/or share. In particular, two prompts created powerful windows for youth to take a risk and share hard
truths about their past: “Step into the circle if you have ever felt lost;” “Step into the circle if you have ever felt
alone;…Stay in the circle if you feel alone right now.”
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Following this, the team heard the origin of the SIF project and reviewed the SIF model that was created after
the 2019 CWWC. The group moved into a discussion about some of the key ingredients of the model,
beginning with thinking about authenticity across online and offline spaces. Members reflected on and shared
the different spaces that they “occupy” or belong to with the group, before sorting those spaces into online and
offline categories. The concept of “being in” multiple spaces at the same time was introduced (e.g., being present
in the SIF room physically while simultaneously also being active in online groups such as Facebook Messenger,
dating apps, or a group text message). This discussion was put on hold so the theme team members could
participate in the Low Rope outdoor activity. The new outdoor space provided an opportunity for the youth to
bond as a team in a new arena. This activity illustrated an important variable of safer spaces, with some group
members convening separately. These smaller, fluid “micro-spaces” can be seen to emulate characteristics of the
greater safer space, such as being able to agilely shift from silly to serious topics of conversation.

Upon returning to their theme team room, the group took a deep dive into the “identity” aspect of Social
Identity Formation. Participants were provided with a variety of art supplies (e.g., paints, coloured pencils,
markers, canvas, coloured paper, sticky notes, and pens). The youth were asked to respond, in whatever way
they saw best fit, to the question “Who am I?”. After spending about 30 minutes crafting or writing a response,
each person had the chance to share their reflection. Like most “windows of vulnerability” created during the
week, some youth’s responses reflected more surface qualities (e.g., “I’m funny”, “I play soccer”), while others
found the activity an opportunity to take a risk and share something more challenging and vulnerable. To
provide a powerful example, one youth included the suicide hotline in his drawing for any in the room who may
have been wrestling with challenging thoughts of self-harm. This young participant then shared how finding his
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best friend dead was one of the most haunting parts of his past that has shaped him for who he is. Facilitators
noticed an increase in risk-taking and a willingness to disclose personal experiences the longer the group spent
time together. As others opened up, it seemed to spark a rise in story sharing and vulnerability in the group as a
whole. A couple other “Who Am I?” illustrations are shared below to demonstrate the different ways the young
people responded to this difficult question honestly and unguardedly. Following this activity, facilitators guided
a debriefing conversation around authenticity and these key questions—"How much of your real/true self were you
able to capture in this activity? How much of that real self did you share with this group? What wasn’t shared? What
influenced what you shared?”
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After giving the youth participants a chance
to reflect on and share aspects of their real
selves, the group explored the social part of
Social Identity Formation. The youth were
walked through an activity that had them
map out their offline/online spaces based on
how meaningful spaces were to them and
who inhabited those spaces (e.g., key sources
of belonging, particular friends, family
members, and even strangers). Youth were
then asked to illustrate how much of
themselves they bring to each space. In other
words, how much of the real “you” do people
in that space get to see? In the below
pictures, outer circles (or, in some cases,
ephemeral blobs) represent offline/online
spaces, and inner circles represent how much
of their real selves they bring into that space.
Some young people were able to
differentiate and articulate the aspects of
their genuine selves that they brought into
each space. One unforeseen twist in the
exercise that came out at the conference
was the idea of “Me” or “Myself”
representing a meaningful space that young
people intentionally inhabit. Additionally, the
conversation that followed this activity
illuminated some stark differences regarding
which spaces young people viewed as
meaningful in their lives and how true to
themselves they could be in those spheres.
As an example, for most youth, home was
typically the largest space mapped, however,
for one young participant, home was one of
the smallest circles drawn on their spaces
map.
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Day 3
On Sunday, the team divided into four different groups, each tackling a separate deliverable: preparing for the
showcase, capturing the process that the group took over the course of the conference, trying to put to paper
the “transplantable” characteristics of safer spaces that could be implemented in new online/offline spheres, and
cross-pollinating with other theme teams to gain a wider array of youth voice on the topic. The group continued
to sprinkle in energizers and play games while working on deliverables.
As a part of documenting the journey of the group, four youth participants sat down and mapped their own
experience of the process (see graphs below). They agreed on two key metrics of their journey: 1. How they felt
at various points throughout the week (i.e., their emotions) and 2. Their sense of safety within the group. This
activity was thought up and carried out by the young group members with limited supervision by facilitators.
Youth are differentiated by different coloured lines on the graph. Taking a look at these two graphs, one can
note how the emotional journeys differed greatly over the course of the first three days. Though emotional
experiences were scattered, each of the four youth participants’ sense of safety eventually rose over the week,
highlighting the development of a safer space.
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Application of the Process
For the SIF team, the creation of a safe space is crucial. Capturing the process helps to identify the elements of
the safe space that the team created so it can be applied in other spaces. These elements are detailed below, in
the Vision for Change.

The Authentic Self
Social identity formation is about the development of self in relation to the groups with which each person
associates. The theme team, therefore, spent significant time exploring their own identities and how they share
their identities in different spaces.
The youth started by discussing the different spaces they inhabit, both in the online and offline world. Some of
them are very personal spaces, like a bedroom or private messaging space, while others were shared areas, like
restaurants and forums.

Offline Spaces

Online Spaces

School

Discord

Library

Messages

Bedroom

WhatsApp

Wherever you are physically

Facebook

This room

Instagram

Restaurant

Google Hangouts

Under trees and seas

Twitter

Work

Dating Apps

My house/apartment

Adobe Connect

My gym

Anonymous Forums

Farmyard

Reddit

Couch

Online Counselling Spaces

Public transit
Volunteer spaces

The team explored the ability to be one’s authentic self in these different spaces. The idea surfaced of one
authentic self that shifted in different spaces, like a “work self” and a “home self”. Some pieces of identity stay
with you all the time while others are left behind in certain spaces.
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Some youth divulged that it was difficult to be authentic or that they shared very little of their true selves in
online spaces; others noted that sharing personal stories could be easier online because your identity could be
protected. Not having to share face-to-face could lessen the feeling of risk when being vulnerable. The youth
also noted the impact of the audience. If one assumes or perceives others are viewing them or reading them a
particular way, they may alter how they are portraying themselves. Others’ reactions and responses can affect
what is being shared. Questions arose around authenticity and the blurry line between the authentic and
inauthentic self.
This blurry line was more visible in the world of social media, where each share and each post may have a
particular audience or purpose. The ability to decide what is and isn’t shared is elevated in the world of social
media, as is the ability to read people’s response to your posts. The number of friends, followers, and likes can
all serve as mechanisms to perceive outside approval, possibly increasing the tensions one feels about showing
their authentic self online. The young group members described “stalking” as being part of social media and
explained that people intend their posts, which are often permanent, to be viewed by both friends and strangers
alike. These realities often lead people to inhabit different online spaces or create separate accounts with
varying privacy levels to connect with specific audiences or groups.

Sharing Stories
Authenticity is often about sharing your stories and truths about yourself with others. This process requires
vulnerability, which is much more likely to be embraced in spaces where people feel safe. Elder Bernard joined
the SIF theme team to share his story; one of trauma, but also of rebirth. His story evoked much emotion from
participants, emphasizing that not only can stories be hard to tell, but they can also be hard to hear. With this in
mind, the team spent significant time discussing the safety of spaces.

Safe Spaces
The youth participants identified that in order to share stories and express the realities of one’s mental and
emotional health, young people need a safe space. It can be difficult to identify how safe a space is, as these
perceptions differ among individuals. There’s also a risk that youth who feel less safe will not share this for fear
of challenging their peers and disrupting the space. How then do you build the safety of a space while allowing
for authenticity?
To explore this, the young people completed an activity in which they drew circles representing the different
spaces they inhabit. The size of the circle represented the importance of the space in their lives. And then
within that circle, they drew another circle representing how much of themselves they shared in that
space. Some general trends included large outer and inner circles around home and personal spaces, like
bedrooms, and smaller outer with even smaller inner circles in online spaces, like SnapChat. However, there
were some exceptions; some folks had large home circles with small circles inside, suggesting that while their
home is important to them, they don’t feel they can be themselves there. Others had larger inner and outer
circles for online spaces, for example gaming spaces. This clearly illustrated that safe spaces are different
depending on who you are. There are a number of factors that lead to feelings of safety, and they differ from
person to person.
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The team recognized that there is work to be done identifying the elements that can make people feel safe; this
would need to include connecting with those who feel unsafe in a space and trying to identify if there are any
small elements that do increase feelings of safety. These small seeds can be nurtured so they can grow,
increasing feelings of security for someone who previously felt unsafe.
Each person brings some part of themselves to the spaces they inhabit. The more comfortable someone is to
share a piece of themself, the more likely it will resonate with a peer in that space and create connection, which
may increase feelings of safety. At the same time, peers may feel alienated or unsafe if individuals start sharing
things that make them uncomfortable. However, group dynamics can help address this.

Connection
In each space, an individual may connect more with one peer or group of peers than others. They may connect
with them more because they share similarities, they are friends outside of the space or they knew each other
prior to engaging in the space. At the same time, each of these individuals may have connected with different
people in the space. As such, they can serve as bridges--they can facilitate connection between youth who
don’t know each other, mediate conflict, or serve as buffers between diverse peer groups or cliques.
Having youth that can move between peer groups and build connection is key to building safety in the
space. They can mitigate the impact of peer rejection if one person shares something that makes others
uncomfortable or is triggering. This is especially important if there’s trauma.
The young group members also identified that fear, including fear of vulnerability and fear of loss, is often
associated with building connection. Sometimes youth may want to connect, sometimes they may not. This will
differ from person-to-person and from space-to-space.
While a space cannot ensure safety and connection to any one person, even if a space is only a little bit safe for
someone, it may be better than the alternatives in their lives.
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The Four Pillars™
The SIF theme team understood the Four Pillars™ as
principles that guided, maintained, and encouraged
conversation. Below is a description of how they
understood the pillars:

Respect
•

•

Demonstrating respect requires individuals to:
o

Share the space (talking, sitting)

o

Welcome different moods

o

Introduce and practice confidentiality

It is important for facilitators and participants to
create boundaries:
o

•

Physical boundaries to feel a sense of privacy
and [personal space]
§

An “assumed welcome” where participants
can take the space they need to
feel healthy and to take care of themselves

§

Leaving the chair open for people who
leave so that when they come back
the space is accessible for them

§

Acknowledging the participants as they
enter/return

A key challenge here was when individuals who were not part of the group disrupted check-ins and
check-outs. This made it difficult to share honestly.

These simple acts of respect support participants to share their stories.

Listen
In order to effectively listen, we need to practice active listening. This means not just listening to respond, but
listening to understand. Providing people with opportunities to share, like check-ins and check-outs, creates
spaces and practices that validate the importance of listening and sharing.

Understand
Through listening we could understand. The SIF team recognized that understanding could be a challenge when
hearing opinions that differ from yours or emotions you have little experience with. As part of understanding, it
was important for participants to support each other. This may include naming that participants may not
understand each other, but we can still be there for each other.
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Communicate
The SIF theme team believed that continual group sharing in implicit and explicit ways was key to
communication. Activities that provided opportunities to share, but weren’t focused on sharing something
specific, were helpful. This meant not having to label explicitly “it’s time to share”, but continually creating
windows of opportunity that people could then take.

Guiding Lenses
Each theme team at the conference was encouraged to explore their topic through Four Guiding Lenses and
answer the question: How does your issue intersect with each of the guiding frameworks?

Rural and Remote, Northern Youth
The idea of safer spaces being available everywhere, in both online and offline spaces, greatly appealed to the
youth in the SIF theme team. Several people in the group came from smaller towns and one Indigenous youth
grew up in a remote environment. For these participants, leveraging online spaces to become safer was a rich
opportunity, especially with the youth in the group who came from other parts of the country. By Day 2, the
group had begun to form a SnapChat group, which included nearly all youth participants. By the end of the
conference, it was evident that the young people had found a sense of connection and safety among
themselves. It remained less clear, however, how they would maintain that connection once they left the
conference. Moreover, how to foster safer spaces among other social circles beyond the conference was a
frontier for the youth.

Structural Racism
Compared to previous SIF groups at #CWW, this year’s group was less racially diverse, although it was larger
than the previous two years combined. Still, the SIF group at the conference harboured a sense of equality in a
number of ways: sitting in a circle, establishing a group culture where there was no clear leader, and creating
multiple opportunities each day where everyone in the room had the opportunity to speak or share. Inherent to
the safer space is the value placed on individual differences and gifts, which creates a space for diversity to be
treasured. The Four Pillars are a crucial grounding wire for valuing individuality--respect, listening, and
understanding (the first three pillars), when embodied, allow unique perspectives and very different stories to
land in the minds and hearts of youth. In this way, the safer space creates a place where a healthy tension can
exist among vastly different opinions, beliefs, and attitudes. Prejudices fall away when others’ diverse
experiences are met with empathy, others take a risk to tell their own story, or when youth are embraced for
who they are.

Truth Leading to Reconciliation
The safer space created at the conference allowed two Indigenous youth participants to share some of the
struggles they have encountered growing up in Indigenous communities. Struggles spanned family issues,
displacement, and serious mental health issues stemming from intergenerational and personal life trauma. NonIndigenous youth were able to hold the space for these individuals to share, primarily through a sense of deep
respect and earnest listening. The safer space was able to foster a sense of non-judgement, sympathy, and
acceptance.
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Children’s Rights
This year’s SIF theme team group was comprised of 50% children, as defined by the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child. The team included children, young adults, adult allies, and (at one point in the conference)
elders. An intergenerational mix of people has proven to be an effective design for creating meaningful
relationships and scaffolding a safer space for young people.
Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC): A key element to the safer space, is
reaching a place as a group where members feel comfortable sharing their thoughts on issues that affect them.
In fact, the degree to which the youth openly and freely discuss their thoughts regarding issues that affect them
is a prime metric on just how safe the space feels for the young participants in the room. Article 12 of the
UNCRC points out that “adults should listen and take children seriously.” Safer spaces fully embrace this ideal,
and in some ways reach beyond it. One of the first things the SIF team did on day one was to ground the group
in the Four Pillars. Seeking to deeply listen to each other was agreed upon as an important pillar to practice
within the safer spaces. In this way, when a young participant shared something, they did it knowing that
everyone in the room was listening--adults, elders, and other young people included.
Article 13 of the UNCR: Having access to multiple mediums of expression and communication is embedded into
safer space practices. There was a long foldout table permanently affixed in one corner of the room, which
allowed people to answer discussion prompts and engage in activities in the way that they wished. Having
access to multiple expressive media brought a playfulness and joy to some youth participants at various points
of the week (especially the paints!). Looking back on the week, facilitators wished that they could have had more
time to convene as a team to allow the youth to spend more time creating and expressing. That said, facilitators
did notice that some young group members would work on expressive responses to prompts/activities outside
of team meetings and spaces.
As a side note, an important aspect of the SIF group was always having the option for the youth to choose not
to share their thoughts, feelings, or a created response. Facilitators tried to scaffold multiple “windows of
vulnerability” for the youth to share through check-ins, check-outs, and discussion prompts, while some of these
windows also cropped up in an emergent way. The youth participants who chose not to share during these
moments were still valuable assets to the group. Their continual presence helped to “hold the space” for others
to share, to empathize, and in some cases, to offer support.

Vision for Change
The SIF theme team’s vision is to build safe spaces like the one that the SIF team created at the
#CanadaWeWant conference in communities and online spaces across Canada. This will provide opportunities
for young people to explore and share their authentic self, build connections with diverse peer groups, and
share their emotions without fear of judgement or reprisal.
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The SIF team developed a list of elements that make a space
safe:
1.

The space must be relaxed and silly

•

•

Engage in energizers/bonding activities/games
o
o

To bring the group closer through laughter
Humour to develop relationships

o

Unforced and inclusive

Include a diversity of activities
o
o

Knowing the facility’s options for activities
Giving people the chance to enjoy themselves
§
§

Going outside
Playing different games to speak to different people’s interests

Key Consideration:

•

Know the timing of the workshop...
o

2.

If the workshop only has three hours, how should the schedule be planned?
§

Ensure there is enough time for introductions

§

Create time and space for laughter and play

The space and the group must be comfortable

•

•

•

Provide the basic comforts
o

Giving the group breaks

o
o
o

Snacks/coffee
Comfortable chairs
Sitting in a circle with no one outside of the circle

o

Not having a leader of the group, equal leadership

Give the participants freedom and choice
o

To enter/exit the room freely and move around

o

To share or withhold information during activities

Make time and space for introductions
o

Giving individuals the opportunity to introduce themselves and something
meaningful to them
§

o

Dedicating significant amount of time to introductions before even mentioning
the topic of the group
§

o

Leads to comfort, silliness, preliminary & careful sharing

Learning the group members’ names and pronouns

Providing an opportunity to learn [and] get to know the people in the circle
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•

Being in the same space over the duration of the group activity
o Ensuring the space is comfortable and reliable for the participants
o Spaces are familiarized with the intentionally convened topic

Key Consideration:
Giving youth an opportunity to share anonymously...

•

Use various mechanisms to allow youth to share anonymously, especially when they are getting to
know each other
o Example: Snowball activity
o

Individuals write down their answers to a question and crumple their paper into a ball and
throw it. The papers are then picked up and the answers are anonymously read by participants.
This gave participants the chance to share their voice without fear of judgement.

3.

Provide the assurance of Safety

•

Properly articulate and prepare for difficult issues

•

Name that safer spaces are not naturally organic things
o Many people don’t believe they have multiple safe spaces where they can be themselves
o

•

•

There is something deliberate about it, and to identify what can be done deliberately to create
the safe space

The facilitator must contribute to the notion of vulnerability
o

Very important to the power dynamic to act as equals

o

To ensure that the youth feel that the facilitators are part of the group, rather than leaders of
the group

Understand who is coming to the group
o

Consider what participants are coming into the group
§

What backgrounds do they come from?

§

How can youth feel like they have the opportunity for others to know them?
Ø

o

To have the opportunity to share basic information and emotions, which can transition
to slight emotional discomforts, and progress from there

Consider existing relationships between group members and how they may impact the space
§

If participants know each other, they may be less likely to share key information

§

Strangers can start fresh and not worry about how their information could be taken and/or
violated afterwards

o

Learn about the different cultures within the group
§

Asking who they are, where they’re from, and silly things, culture is not limited to
ethnicity!
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o

Giving youth the opportunity to share what they would like to share, rather than giving explicit
instructions (implicit vs explicit instructions)

o

Create openness
§

Work to make the space judgement-free
Ø

§

Name the importance of confidentiality
Ø

o

Speak as a group about how to approach when you have a reaction
to someone or something that has been said

People may be hesitant to share if they think what they say will be shared
outside the space

Create micro-safe spaces
§

Smaller groups to create micro-safe spaces to develop a sense of understanding and
companionship

§

Being able to share in small groups can then lead to more confidence in the bigger group
Ø

4.

This can be altered depending on the size of the group

Focus on creating equality and shared ownership of the space

•

Use processes that create a sense of equality
o

Provide the opportunity to speak equally

o

Go in order rather than picking people
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Conclusion
Increased energy and resources need to focus on creating safer spaces online and in communities across
Canada. Young people need safer spaces to share their authentic selves, express their emotions, and have their
voices heard. Safer spaces provide an opportunity for young people to build connections across a diverse range
of identities, including age, race, ethnicity, creed, gender, and sexual orientation, among other things. Safer
spaces are not just spaces that are free from violence, but spaces that are free from judgement.
With specific regard to mental health services and supports, young people want to have access to apps that
connect them to mental health professionals anonymously; the youth participants believe that there are not
enough accessible mental health professionals to meet the demand so youth are going without. Young people
want to see more grants and more training for adults, peers, and family members who can then support them
with their mental health throughout their lives. Mental health training courses should be widely available and
open to everyone.

*
This combination of safer spaces, better trained peers, and adult allies will provide increased and regular support
to young people around their mental health and wellness.
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(ON)
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